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Emma George seems destined to be the perpetual bridesmaid. Out of her five friends, she's the surviving single gal

and her one potential groom dumped her on her birthday a year ago. Now at the mercy of every do-gooder

matchmaker, she's starting to think that love isn't ever going to find her. Alone at her best friend’s wedding, she

reaches a point where she will do just about anything to get some relief from those who think that the only way to

happiness is through marriage. 

Austin Maverick thought that he was finally going to get married to fulfill his grandmother's stipulation that he

must be wed to inherit his grandfather's ranch. But when his romantic weekend in Las Vegas turned into a broken

heart, he decided that love wasn't going to be a requirement for marriage anymore. Now a groomsman in his old

friend's wedding, he reunites with Emma and concocts an idea. A fake marriage between the two of them would be

beneficial for both. 

After a quick wedding at the courthouse, they fly to Austin’s Montana ranch. What starts out as a mutually

advantageous trip turns into something more. Feelings emerge and neither Emma nor Austin can figure out if the

other one is genuine or just playing the part of a fake spouse. When Austin's grandmother arrives and starts poking

holes in their lie, they must decide if what they feel is real or if it's all just an act.
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